
KIT KAT MARKET RESEARCH

Aim of the research: The main aim of the survey is to find out if there is any need for sugar free Kit Kat product in the
Hungarian market, and.

Both Nestle and Unilever have developed global distribution and marketing networks, based on their
powerbrands i. Positioning and pricing strategy, how the product is going to be distributed and advertising of
the product. In , Hershey Kit Kats adopted the slanted ellipse logo used worldwide by Nestl, though the ellipse
was red and the text white. Abbildung in dieser Leseprobe nicht enthalten Abbildung in dieser Leseprobe nicht
enthalten 2. Kit Kat meanwhile has been steady and is pretty much holding its ground. Cadbury, the colossal
of New Zealand chocolate business, has had a rough few years. The fact that is comes in sticks is also a
differentiating attribute since it enables consumers to break off a fnger at a time and share them with their
friends or their family, an emotional appeal that is strongly associated with KitKat. On the other hand, Ferrero
Rocher comes in either large boxes, or its newly released three-in-a-box size. The respondents were allowed to
choose more than one option. This research topic was chosen to gain an insight into an industry that has had to
be innovative and creative. Kit Kat Nuts will particularly target the young adult segment between the age of 22
to  The creators of the worlds most popular mobile platform have teamed up with the worlds biggest food and
beverage company to name the next release of the platform Android KitKat. It is available in more than
countries throughout the World. For example Cadbury has tied up with countdown super market which gives
them more shelve visibility and also they have special offer every fortnight and which is very important for
brand recall in such a competitive market. The major threat consists of competition form the near rivals.
History The chocolate brand Kit Kat originated from the late 17th century in London. Though, none of the
characteristics were rated as being highly descriptive of Kit Kat, Snack Time Option and Affordable were the
highest rated characteristics. Kit Kat Nuts has its goal to minimize the losses in the first year with increasing
the product awareness by huge promotional and marketing activity as well. Other markets that may be targeted
are the young students studying in colleges and in universities. Market Background A. Promotion offers have
included free bars in the multi-bar family packs and an instant win deal with Burger King in  Overall, the
awareness levels of the varieties of Kit Kat were well distributed. Brand Analysis As can be seen via the brand
shares table below, despite the decrease in Nestls company shares in Singapores confectionary market since ,
the brand share of Kit Kat has increased from , from 3. This quote encompasses the brand positioning of Kit
Kat. The first quarter sales of the year for the group were  To sum up, these three chocolate confectionery
brands are quite similar: they all have the same target, the same range of price, the same selling points,
resembling packaging red, white , and they launched approximately the same products at the same time.
KitKat was suggested as an alternative, and Google then cold called Nestle to ask if they would mind Google
using the name. While they are seen as novelties, they can also be used to provide reassurance and
reinforcement of the core attributes of the original established brand name. Another Marketing Strategy Kit
Kat did was to connect with social media in terms of advertisements. Following are the nearest competitors of
the Nestle. This may create a bias in the survey and we were not able to gain a wide spectrum of responses.


